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Basic Communications Model
(Sender-Receiver Model)
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How to Engage a Reporter
This job aid will give ideas on how to put the reporter at ease and explain the CPS process.

Interview with Reporter
Steps to start and end the conversation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establish positive contact
Address the reporter’s emotional needs
Explain the function of Access
Interview to gather additional information
Formulate and describe next steps
Close the conversation

The tips below include helpful reminders to keep in mind throughout the Access interview.
The six steps to the Access Interview follow the tips. Beneath each step is a suggested script
for you to review and modify to your own style.

Tips
• Start by answering with a smile. Convey warmth and security in your tone.
• Count to 10 (silently) after asking a question. This gives the reporter time to think and
respond.
• Remember to soften your face and relax it during the call so that your voice has inflection
and isn’t tense or flat.

1. Establish positive contact
"Hello! You have reached _____________Child Protective Services, or CPS. Do you have a
concern about a child or children?"
"Ok, you’ve reached the right place. To ensure your concern is heard, I will ask you a series of
questions that will help us make a sound decision about what to do next."
"The interview typically takes _____minutes from start to finish. Will that work with your
schedule?"
When reporters do not have the time it will take, prioritize and ask information about Present
Danger. Let the reporter know you will prioritize the questions and ask the most important
ones right away (Maltreatment, Injury/Condition, and Child Functioning sections of the
report).
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2. Address the reporter’s emotional needs
"It's common for people to experience a wide range of emotions during the interview. When someone is
concerned about a child’s safety, it is typical to feel disappointed, frustrated, and relieved. Sometimes
people feel all three at once. It's also common for people to tell me they feel guilty for calling or guilty for not
calling sooner. All these feelings are ok."
During the interview, please feel free to tell me what you need. For example, "I’ve been asked to slow down,
restate a question, or explain the reason for my question. Please don’t hesitate to let me know what I can
do. It's my job to support the most productive use of our time."

3. Explain the function of Access
"I want to provide some general information about CPS before we get started. Next, I’ll share what to expect
during and after our interview."
"First, Child Protective Services (CPS) is a specialized field of the Child Welfare System. My job today is to
gather enough information to identify if a child may be unsafe, abused or neglected, or be at risk of abuse
or neglect."
"Once I gather the information, I'll advance it to a CPS supervisor. The supervisor reviews the information
and makes the decision about what to do next. For that reason, I will not be able to provide you with a
decision at the end of the interview."

4. Explain how to gather their information and what happens next
"Now, I have some questions to ask you that will help us better understand your concerns and what is going
on with the family. I may need to stop you or ask for clarification on my end. If I do that, I intend to gather
complete information for our decision, not to interrupt you!"

Tips
• Allow the reporter time to describe the situation or reason for the contact.
• Ask questions to clarify information.
• Give the reporter space to speak freely. Identify them as a partner. Don’t leave them feeling like
they made a mistake or were a part of an interrogation.
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5. Formulate and describe next steps
"Thank you for taking the time to answer my questions. Like I mentioned earlier, it is my job to
gather enough information to identify if a child may be unsafe, abused or neglected, or be at
risk of abuse or neglect."
"Your job of notifying CPS of your concern is done; however, I’d like to gather some final
information on what you think should happen next."
"Thank you for your ideas. Like I mentioned earlier, I will now advance the information to
a CPS supervisor for review. The CPS supervisor decides within 24 hours of this interview,
sometimes sooner, when the situation is urgent. If I need additional information from you to
help us decide, what is the best phone number to reach you?"

6. Close the conversation
"Ok, before we end the interview, what remaining questions do you have for me?"
"Thank you for your concern for the children. We appreciate your call."
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3R's for Reporter
It was once said, “Without a good question, a good answer has no place to go.”
This job aid will help give you ideas on how to assess if the reporter is regulated. Knowing if
the reporter is regulated will help you adjust your approach to ensure you get relevant and
sufficient information during the Access interview.

Child Protective Services Access professionals serve as "gatekeepers" to the CPS process
and need thorough information to ensure sound decision-making. Calling Child Protective
Services to report alleged maltreatment can be sensitive. When a reporter is too upset with
the family, community or the Child Protective Service (CPS) agency, it is a challenge to ask a
good question.
The "3 Rs" are a useful tool to use at Access when reporters become dysregulated during their
contact with the CPS Access professional. The 3 Rs are: regulate, relate, and reason. They
were introduced by trauma expert and neuroscientist, Dr. Bruce Perry. Developed originally for
the caregiver of a child who experienced trauma, the 3 Rs help to slow-down the caregiver’s
instinct to immediately respond to dysregulation by trying to "reason" with an upset child.
When applied at Access and followed in a simple sequence, the 3 Rs can help the CPS Access
professional identify the reporter’s emotions and slow-down the process by using statements
to relate to the reporter before reasoning and eliciting rational information.
The box on pg. 5 includes information to consider based on what the sound of the reporter's
voice and choice of language suggests about thier emotional state. On pg. 6 you will see a
table that highlights the sequencing of the 3R's. It organizes the information by reasons that
a reporter may become dysregulated, what a CPS Access professional can do to relate and
reason with the reporter.
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Listen for Reporter's Feelings
What the Reporter Sounds Like...

What the Reporter Might be Feeling...

Range of pitch and volume drop = lower,
flatter and softer tone

Feeling sad/disappointed

Tension or relaxation of vocal cords= speech
sounds strained or breathy
Speech sounds labored, with more pauses,
starts and stops
Hot Anger
Amped up, higher pitched and delivered at
rapid speed, "booming" voice, angry person
yells to enlarge themselves and establish
power

Feeling angry (secondary emotion to shame,
guilt or jealousy)

Cold Anger
Lower arousal level and pitch, more standard
rate of speech, may grow quiet and voice
may become flat and cool, or shaky

Feeling afraid (of rejection, loss,
powerlessness, hurt)

Withdrawn- grows quiet

Feeling worried

Headaches, stomachaches and other
physical symptoms, stating: "Can you repeat
that, I have a headache…stomachache…or
I’m not feeling well today."
"What was the question?"
"Can you repeat that?"
"Huh?"
Having concentration problems- not
answering the question asked and instead
providing different, or unrelated information,
making comments like, "I lost my train of
thought."

Feeling confused

Words get "jumbled up"

Feeling nervous or irritable
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How to Relate and Reason with
a Reporter Who is Experiencing
Dysregulation
Reasons Reporters Become
Dysregulated

1. What a CPS Access
Professional Can Do to Relate
to the Dysregulated Reporter

2. What a CPS Access
Professional Can Say Next to
Reason with the Reporter

Worry about the child(ren)'s safety

Normalize their feelings of worry, by

After validating fear or worries, give

naming the feeling and inviting them

them information to help them

to talk about it with you:

understand our professional values:

"I can see why that would be alarming
or worrisome for you."
"I am glad these children have

"I understand you are worried about

someone like you who looks out for

don’t take those types of interventions

them."

lightly. We do everything we can to

the children being removed from their
parents. That is a real concern and we

ensure a child is safe in the home
before we remove the child.

From

your perspective, how likely is the
family to agree to service in the home
to help with their struggles?"
Conflict about making a report to

Empathize with the conflict:

CPS

Assure the reporter they have taken a
step of action on behalf of the child:

"It must be heartbreaking seeing your
family member struggle so much."
"Your family member is not a bad

"Families that are struggling need
people like you to tell us when more
assistance might be needed to help the

person, just a person WHO has been

family. This is the first step towards

through a lot and MAY benefit from

determining if CPS is the best source

more support" (instead of passing

of help. I’m going to continue asking

judgement and saying strong words

questions that will help us make that

like "needs").

decision."

"I know you are worried that reporting
will impact your relationship with the
parent and/ or the child- that’s why it
can be anonymous."

"We recognize you want to help the
children, but not hurt the parent."
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Reasons Reporters Become
Dysregulated

What a CPS Access
Professional
Can Do to Relate to the
Dysregulated Reporter

What a CPS Access Professional Can Say
Next to Reason with the Reporter

Hold a negative worldview of
the family

Avoid engaging in negative talk
about the family.

Validate the concern without diminishing the
parents:

(e.g., the parent is a horrible
person who should have their
children taken away forever.)

It may be comforting to the
reporter for you to validate their
negative viewpoint of the parent
but is not helpful to CPS’ overall
purpose and creates an "us
against them" attitude.

"Tell me if there have been other worrisome
situations or concerns prior to this incident."

And, it might lead the reporter to
feel it’s their job to build a case
and oversimplify their answers
to complex situations.
Instead, emphasize with the
reporter by verbally reflecting to
the reporter how hard it must be
to witness children the reporter
cares for struggle.

Introduce exception finding questions:

"When have there been times the children got
the care and support, they need? What was
going on in the family during these times?"
Provide empathy and a brief psychoeducation
of addiction, mental health or trauma, so
they understand the reported concerns are
not likely to be a fundamental character
flaw, rather an undiagnosed, or untreated
substance abuse disorder or mental health
deficit, for example:

"We work with hurt people, not bad people."
"It sounds like the children are suffering, but
we really try to work with the families to keep
children in the home as research shows,
and my experiences have been children do
better remaining in their parents’ home when
safety can be managed. Children who are
unsafe often struggle outside their parent’s
home, which seems odd because removing is
designed to make them safe, but they love and
want to be with their parents."
Be careful to use "hurt people not bad people
messaging,” once the reporter returns to
a regulated state. You want to wait until
the reporter gives cues that they feel seen/
understood. If you enter this phase too quickly,
it may dysregulate them again because
they may interpret you are not hearing their
worldview and imposing yours."
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How to Support Reporter Regulation
It has been said that "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." The following lists what
a CPS Access professional can do to support a reporter and help them stay regulated from the
beginning.

Smile before you start the interview with the reporter to ensure a friendly and warm tone.
Relax and soften your face to maintain a relaxed tone.
Assure the reporter they have reached the right place to share their concern, and that you are
the right person to guide them through this process.
Portray confidence in your ability to guide the interview and reporter through the process.
Empathize and validate the reporter’s feelings so they feel seen, heard, and understood.
Support the reporter to reflect, remember, and articulate by forecasting what the reporter can
expect from the call and provide clear and concise explanations of what information is helpful
to know and why.
Allow 10 seconds of silence after you ask a question. When the reporter repeatedly says,
"I don’t know," the reporter may simply need more time to process the question and gather
their thoughts before answering the question.
Avoid asking the reporter to think when dysregulated. Instead offer comfort and wait until
they are regulated to resume asking questions.
Breathe from your belly throughout the interview to ensure you stay relaxed and convey ease.

Moore, T., Moore, T., Moore, T., & Mel. (2018, November 5). Why Your Angry Voice Sounds So Different.
Retrieved from https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/angry-voice-science
Smith Future, D. (2017, October 12). Capturing the Sound of Depression in the Human Voice. Retrieved
from https://www.kqed.org/futureofyou/435986/capturing-the-sound-of-depression-in-the-human-voice
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Access Interview Questions
During Business Hours
The purpose of this job aid is to provide questions to ask the reporter at Access during
business hours.

Child Protective Service (CPS) completes the following safety tasks when a reporter calls the
child welfare agency with a concern:
• Gathers information related to present and possible/likely impending danger
threats to child safety; and
• Makes screening, urgency, and response time decisions based on threats to
child safety.
Child Welfare Statutes and Standards mandate specific information items. Relevant
questions are listed in each section to help you elicit necessary information. The sample
questions are provided as a guide and support. It is not intended for you you to ask every
question unless a CPS supervisor directs you differently.
The following template serves as a guide to gather information from the reporter. It is vital
that every section of the report is filled out to assess the reporter's concern and decide what
to do next. The CPS Professional applies due diligence to the inquiry process, documenting
"Reporter was asked and did not know" when the information is not known to the reporter.
When CPS decides to initiate contact with the family to assess the concern, the information
in the report helps the CPS professional determine the best approach to engage the family.
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Steps to Take

Example of What to Tell the Reporter

Start the call

• "Hello! You have reached _______ Child Protective Services. Do you have a
concern about a child or children?"
• "Ok, you’ve reached the right place. To ensure your concern is heard, I will ask you
a series of questions that will help us make a sound decision about what to do
next."
• "The interview typically takes 20 minutes from start to finish. Will that work with
your schedule?"

Address the Reporter's
Emotional Need

• "It’s common for people to experience a wide range of emotions during the
interview. When someone is concerned about a child’s safety it is typical to feel
disappointed, frustrated, and relieved. Sometimes people feel all three at once.
It's also common for people to tell me they feel guilty for calling or guilty for not
calling sooner. All these feelings are ok."
• "During the interview, please feel free to tell me what you need. For example, I’ve
been asked to slow down, restate a question, or explain the reason for my
question. Please don’t hesitate to let me know what I can do. It's my job to support
the most productive use of our time."

Engage the Reporter

• "I want to provide some general information about CPS before we get started.
Next, I’ll share what to expect during and after our interview."
• "First, Child Protective Services (CPS) is a specialized field of the Child Welfare
System. My job today is to gather enough information to identify if a child may be
unsafe, abused or neglected, or be at risk of abuse or neglect."
• "Once I gather the information, I'll advance it to a CPS supervisor. The supervisor
reviews the information and makes the decision about what to do next. For that
reason, I will not be able to provide you with a decision at the end of the interview."
• "Now, I have some questions to ask you that will help us better understand your
concerns and what is going on with the family. I may need to stop you or ask for
clarification on my end."

Tips
• Start by answering with a smile. Convey warmth and security in your tone of voice.
• Count to 10 (silently) after asking a question. This gives the reporter time to think and respond.
• Soften your face and relax it so your voice has inflection and isn't tense or flat.
• Each interview must include responses to every item in the Access report. When a reporter does not
know the answer, simply write "information unknown to the reporter" to clarify the question was
asked but the reporter did not know the information.
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Getting Started in eWiSACWIS
Launch the CPS report in eWiSACWIS and then ask the following questions to document the
information you receive from the reporter.

Narrative Tab
Alleged Maltreatment
a.) Describe alleged maltreatment: current and past; the surrounding circumstances; and the
frequency; or intervention or services needed for the child.
Immediate
• "What do you have concerns about?"
• "What have you observed (or heard) about the alleged maltreatment?" "Can you describe, in
detail, the maltreatment (severe, multiple injuries, unexplained injuries, child unsupervised)?"
• Dirty house reports are common but often hard to document. Ask the reporter what did
they see, smell, feel.
• "Are there multiple alleged victims in the home?"
• "Where did the alleged maltreatment occur?"
Concerns about drug or alcohol use:
• "What substance is the adult using?"
• "How often are they using?"
• "Do they use at home or somewhere else?"
• "Where are the children when they are using?"
• "Do you know how the parent behaves when they are under the influence?"
• "When the parent is using, is there another adult who can shield the child from the effects of
the parent’s use?"
• "Do you know how often this occurs?"
• "Have you seen this happen previously?"
• "How long has _______ occured?" For example, "How long has the child been left unsupervised?"
• "Is this the only time you have seen..."
If the report is about physical discipline, ask:
• "Under what circumstances is this kind of discipline used?"
• "Does the parent/caregiver use an object?"
• "Where on the body do/did they hit the child?"
• "Do they use this kind of discipline with all the children in the home? Only a couple of them?"
If the report is about sexual abuse, ask:
• "What type of sexual abuse are you worried this child has experienced? Exposure to sex &/or
pornography, fondling &/or touching, pentration (digital or otherwise), ect."
• "What has the child said, or what did you see that made you worried about sexual abuse?"
• "Has the child provided any detail about when and where it happens, and who is there?"
• "Do you know when it happened last?"
• "Do you know when it first started?"
• "Are there any other signs or symptoms that give you reason to be concerned? For example,
concerns about child's hygiene, disrupted sleep patterns, nightmares, withdrawl, heightened arousal?"
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Surrounding circumstances
•
•
•
•

"What, in your view, are the worst aspects of the behavior you are describing?"
"What do you think is the cause of the problem?"
"Does another parent/caregiver in the home know about the maltreatment? How have they responded?"
"Do you know what was happening before and after the incident?” For example, "What was
happening before the child was hit with..."

Intervention or services needed
• "I hear you saying that things are not right with this family. What would have to happen for you to
know that the problems had been resolved and you no longer had to worry?"
• "You probably thought long and hard before calling us. In your opinion, what would it take to make a
difference for these children?"
Child’s injury or condition
b.) Describe the child(ren)’s injury or condition as a result of the alleged maltreatment or
service needed.
• "Describe the injury in detail including size, location, color." "Is it a bruise, laceration, scrape, cut, burn?"
• "Has the child received medical treatment?" "Do they need medical attention?"
In addition to the injury, or when there isn’t one:
• "What is the general condition of the child?"
• "In your opinion, what would stand out to a CPS professional about the child’s condition?"
Child’s location and functioning
c.) Describe the child(ren)’s current location, school/daycare including dismissal time,
functioning, special needs, if any, and highlighting current vulnerability.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Where does the child attend school/daycare?" "Do you know what days/times they are there?"
"Is the child at grade level?"
"Do any of the children have special needs or disabilities?" "If yes, can you describe them?"
"How do their needs affect their functioning?"
"Do they have friends?"
"What concerns do you have about their development?"
"What are the visitation schedule details?"
"You said that the child always seems ‘miserable’ and ‘withdrawn’. Are there any times when you
have seen them come out of their shell?" "What are they like then?"
• "If this problem is solved, what difference will it make for the child(ren)? How will their lives be
different?"
• "What do the children say they want to be different?” “Or if they haven’t said, what would they say if
you asked them?"
• If parents are in separate households, get details about visitation schedules and when the
child(ren) will see the other parent next.
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Record Checks
d.) Document relevant information from CPS history, CCAP and Sex Offender Registry-Reverse
Address checks.
Applies to all people 17 and older (maltreaters and household members).
• CPS history for information about family and alleged maltreater found on the Prior Involvement Tab
in eWiSACWIS.
• Consolidated Court Automated Program (CCAP) for criminal records Sex Offender Registry- 		
Reverse Address check.
• Note: If no relevant information found, document that checks were completed.

Access to the Child
Note: This refers specifically to the alleged maltreater.
e) Describe when the alleged maltreater will have access to the child.
•
•
•
•

"Do they live with the family?"
"Do they provide direct care to the child?"
"Are there Family Court Custody arrangements?"
"Do you know what they are?"

Changes in Circumstances
f.) Describe any changes in circumstances that may make it difficult to fulfill CPS responsibilities .
•
•
•
•

May include worker safety concerns.
Information that family is homeless or transient or has plans to move.
Do you know if others will be moving out of the residence, or into it soon?
Is anyone in the home pregnant and expecting a new baby?

Domestic Violence
g.) Describe presence of domestic violence, if applicable, including the demonstration of power
and control and entitlement within the home.
• "Do you know if anyone else in the home besides the child has been hurt or assaulted?" "If yes,
who?"
• "Have the police ever been called to the house to stop fighting among the family members?" "If
yes, tell me about that."
• "Have the children said that one of their caregivers is a victim of violence or is acting violently in
the home?"
• "Do family members appear to be afraid of or intimidated by the alleged maltreater?"
• "Have you witnessed an argument and sensed that it was escalating?"
• "Are you aware of circumstances in which the parent/caregiver has been criticized or threatened
for seeking help or community resources, such as medical, mental health, parenting assistance,
childcare, legal action etc.?"
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If the answers to the above four questions indicate the presence of domestic violence in the home,
or if it appears that a family member is violent, aggressive, or controlling, these additional questions
can assist with assessing the risk of danger to family members.
"Has anyone ever taken a family member hostage?"
"Has the violence changed or increased over time?" "How often does it happen?"
"Has anyone made threats to hurt or kill him/herself, another family member or pets?"
"Do you know if there are any weapons in the home?" "If yes, what kinds?" "Who had access?"
"Has the violent parent or caregiver threatened to run off with the child(ren) or threatened to
take full custody of the child(ren)?"
• "Has a family member stalked another family member?" "Has anyone ever taken a family
member hostage?"
•
•
•
•
•

Family Response
h.) Describe how the family may respond to intervention by the agency, including the parental
protective capacities.
Family Response to Intervention:
• "Is the family aware the report is being made?"
• "How might the family respond to a CPS professional?"
• "Do you have concerns for the CPS professional’s safety?"
• "Is there another agency or resource that would do a better job than us?" "Or that the family
would receive better?"
• "If no, do you know of another agency or resources that CPS can partner with to help this family?"
Parental Protective Capacities:
• "You mentioned that it is not always like this. Can you tell me what is happening when the 		
situation is OK?" "What is different about those times?"
Cognitive- What the parent thinks
• "Are the parents concerned about this problem?" "How do you know they are concerned?"
"What have they already done to try and resolve it?" "What do you think they will try next?"
Behavioral- What the parent does
• "It sounds like this has happened before. What have you seen the family do to sort this out in
the past?"
• "What have you seen this Mom/Dad do that let you know they are protective of their child(ren)
and can keep them safe?"
• "Are there times when they call on other people to help solve problems?" "When do they do
that?" "Who do they call on most often?"
Emotional- What the parent feels
• "Are there times when the parent/caregiver is attentive and nurturing rather than what you’re
concerned about?" "Tell me more about those times." "What have you seen the parent or child
do instead?" "What do you think contributed to the parent’s/caregiver’s ability to be protective
during those times?"
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American Indian Heritage
It is required to ask if the child(ren) have any known American Indian heritage.
An eWiSACWIS record check for child’s American Indian heritage and tribe can be done.
• "Do you have reason to believe the child or family has American Indian ancestry, or is
enrolled with the tribe?"
• "If yes, which tribes and where?"
• If reporter has no information, note, "Reporter was asked and indicated they did not
know."
* If the reporter does not have information about other people, include a sentence
that reads: "Reporter was asked about other contacts and did not know."

Note: Tribes must be notified within 24 hours of receiving information, regardless of
screening decision. When Menominee tribe is identified they must be sent the CPS report.

Other People
If this report is advanced for further assessment, the next CPS professional completes an
assessment to determine if the child is unsafe. For that reason, we ask the reporter about
other people who might have information on the family.
Document the names and contact information (i.e., phone/address) of other people who
may have information regarding the child or family.
* If the reporter does not have information about other people, include a sentence
that reads: "Reporter was asked about other contacts and did not know."
• "Are there other people who may have information that is helpful?"
• "Do you have their contact information?"
• "I’m curious who else might have more information about this family?"
• "Which other adult in this child(ren)’s life shares your concerns?"
• "Would other people who know the family agree with your perspective?"
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Participant Tab
Directions to the house
If known, directions to the house.
• "Where does the child live?"
Household Members | Access Participants
Click the Add/Edit button to search the participants in the CPS Report.
Enter the full name, age, birth date, gender, race and ethnicity and relationship and role in the
household. You must identify an Alleged Victim, Report Name and Reporter. For the person
making the report, do not select additional roles beyond "Reporter" unless that person is a
member of the household. Check for accurate spellings, ages, addresses, and phone numbers.
Reporter Information
While reporters are kept confidential, their contact information is important. If a reporter wants
to remain anonymous, it is fine.
• "Could I please have your contact information? We keep your name confidential. Sometimes
there are additional questions and someone at the agency may contact you to note how
each person is either related or knows one another."

Reporter’s Motivation for calling at this time
Document the reporter's motivation and source of information, if possible.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

"What prompted you to call today?"
"How do you know the information?"
"How is this behavior or pattern a problem for you?"
"Does the family see you as someone who would have their best interest in mind?"
"Have you done anything (other than notifying us) to address the problem?"
"This situation sounds serious. What do you think should happen?" "How would that
solve this problem?"

It is vital to get the family’s address and phone number.
• "Are there any family or friends who temporarily call this residence home?"
• "Does anyone stay occasionally?"
• "Are there any other children who are in the home even if it is not every day (shared
custody)?"
• "Do any of the children in the household have a parent who lives at a different address?"
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Allegation Tab
On the Allegation page, select an Alleged Victim from the drop-down.
Alleged Vitctim
Gather who the alleged victim is and how the alleged maltreater is related to them. You will need to
categorize the alleged maltreatment as Neglect, Physical Abuse, Sexual Abuse or Emotional Abuse.
Allegation Detail
Record where and when the incident occurred. Enter the date or approximate date of the alleged
maltreatment. If the allegations are regarding a child who is already in out-of-home care, please
note that.
Primary Allegation Narrative
(parent, guardian, legal custodian, sibling, foster parent or anyone living in the child’s dwelling)
Concerns of maltreatment in the home where the child resides is considered a Primary case. If the
child has more than one residence (i.e. parents share custody) the report should be written on the
home where the maltreatment occurred. If the reporter does not know who the alleged maltreater
is the case will always be a Primary Caregiver case.
• Gather as much information as you can regarding the alleged maltreatment.
• Make sure you ask clarifying questions when the reporter makes "vague" comments. Ask
the reporter exactly what they mean.
• Find out the child’s current location. Are they expected to be somewhere other than home
over the next few days?
• Make sure you gather information about every child in the house whether or not they were
identified as a victim.
Parent or Adult
i.) Describe the parents or adults in the parental role: current location, functioning, and
parenting practices and views of child(ren).
In the event that you are gathering information about alleged maltreatment in the family home,
you will need to ask questions about the adults in the home: do they work, what is their schedule,
how do they function as an adult and parent; are there known mental health disorders or alcohol/
drug concerns?
Adult Functioning
*Include information on all parents/caregivers' current location in this section.
• "You described this Mom/Dad as 'angry' and 'abusive.' Are there times you see them be
playful, sweet or nurturing to their children?” “What is different about them then?"
• "What type of situations are they at their best?"
• "What lets you know that Mom/Dad are doing their very best?"
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Parenting practice/views of children
• "If you were to imagine the parent giving advice to a new mother or father, what would
they say is most important for a new parent to know about parenting?"
• "From your knowledge of the parent, how did they learn to parent?"
• "How would the parent describe their child to a new teacher?"
• "What have you seen or heard that tells you about the parent’s relationship with the child?"
Family Functioning
j.) Describe the family functioning, strengths, and current stressors.
Family Functioning
• "What does a typical day look like in the family?"
• "Do you know who is in charge in this family's house?"
• "How does the family respond to crisis or problems?"
Family Strengths
•
•
•
•

"What do you see as positive about the relationship between these parents and their children?"
"How does this family usually solve problems?" "What have you seen them doing?"
"Do you know who the family uses for informal supports?"
"Do you know if they have access to community resources?"

Current Stressors
• "What do you think this family needs to do to protect their children?" "Are the parents capable of
doing that?" "Do they have the resources (financial, emotional support, etc.) to make a change?"
• "Are there aspects of your relationship with the family that, in coordination with our involvement
or other community services, might help to influence them for the better?"
• "What do you imagine we could do to improve this situation?"
Relationship to the Child
k.) Document the name of the alleged maltreater and the relationship to the child. How they are
related to the child?
•
•
•
•

"Who is the alleged maltreater?"
"Who is the alleged victim(s)?"
"How is the alleged maltreater related to the child?"
"When and where did the incident occur?"
If the child is in out-of-home care, note that.

Confirm Case Type
Secondary (relatives not living in the home, childcare staff, youth justice center, residential facility staff, teachers)
These are concerns about an adult in the child’s life who does not share the same home. You will have to
note in the report the answers to the questions regarding the parents.
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Prior Involvement Tab
• "Are the parents aware of the alleged maltreater?"
• "Did the parents contribute to the alleged maltreatment in any way?"
• "How have they have responded if they are aware?"
Non-Caregiver
(family friend; stranger; neighbor; peer)
This alleged maltreater has not supervised the child or exercised control over them. They have
never lived with the child.
• "Are the parents aware of the alleged maltreater?"
• "Did the parents contribute to the alleged maltreatment in any way?"
• "How have they have responded if they are aware?"
Previous CPS History
The Prior Involvement Tab is a view only tab with columns that can be sorted and hyperlinks
to the Access Report and Initial Assessment pages. The system will automatically search all
participants in the Access Report and return any prior involvement.
Worker Recommendation
At the end of the report, you will be asked to recommend a "screening decision".

Decision Tab
Steps to Take
End the call

Example of what to tell the Reporter
• "Thank you for taking the time to answer my questions. Like I mentioned
earlier, it is my job to gather enough information to identify if a child may
be unsafe, abused or neglected, or be at risk of abuse or neglect. Your job
of notifying CPS of your concern is done; however, I'd like to gather some final
information on what you think should happen next. Thank you for your ideas.
As I mentioned earlier, I will now advance the information to a CPS supervisor
for review. The CPS supervisor decides within 24 hours of this interview,
sometimes sooner, when the situation is urgent. If I need additional information
from you to help us decide, what is the best phone number to reach you? Ok,
before we end the interview, what remaining questions do you have for me?"
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Access Interview Questions During After-Hours
This job aid provides questions to select and ask the reporter during the Access interview. It follows the sequence in
the CPS report and is meant to be used after-hours when eWiSACWIS may not be readily available.
Child Protective Services has the following fundamental safety interventions when a reporter calls the child welfare
agency with a concern:
• Gathering information related to present and possible/likely impending danger threats to child safety; and
		
• Making screening, urgency, and response time decisions based on threats to child safety.
The following template serves as a guide for information gathering. It is vital that every section of the report is filled out
as all the information is used to assess not only the incident of concern but also going forward in the case process.
Furthermore, this information is mandated by Child Welfare statutes and practice standards. Relevant questions are
listed in each section to help you elicit necessary information. The sample questions are provided as a guide and support.
It is not intended you ask every question. Check with your agency’s CPS professional for direction. Remember, you will
not be asked to decide about present or likely impending danger. That decision will be made by a CPS professional. The
information you gather will assist the CPS professional with the decision- making process.

General Access Interview Questions
Case Name			

Worker Safety Concerns 		

						

Yes

Date and Time Report Received			

Report Number:

No		
CPS Report Type			

County

It is vital to record this as it starts the clock
ticking for CPS to evaluate the report.
Name - Worker				

Name - Supervisor		

I. Family Information
			

Name - Family						

Address - Street 			

Apt. No.		

Primary Language 				

English			

City / Town		

Interpreter Needed:

Telephone Number
State

Yes

Zip Code

No

Directions to House
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A. Household Members
Name

Role		

Relationship

DOB

Age

Gender

Race

"Who resides in the
home?"
"Any family or friends
who temporarily
call this residence
'home?'"
"Any children who
call this residence
'home,' even though
they might not be
there every day?"
For example, children
who regularly visit the
home to see an adult.

"Does anyone stay
in the home or on
the property, every
once in a awhile?"

AV = Alleged Victim							

A = Asian or Pacific Islander

HM = Household Member						

B = Black

NH = Non-Household Member						

I = American Indian / Alaskan Native

PR = Parent/ Parental Role						

P = Native Hawaiian / Other Pacific Islander

R = Reporter								U = Unable to Determine
RN = Report Name							W = White
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Information that the child(ren) may have American Indian heritage, including names of tribe(s) if known.
In compliance with the Wisconsin Indian Child Welfare Act, ask and document:
• "Do you have any reason to believe the child or family has American Indian ancestry, or is enrolled with
the tribe?"
• "If yes, which tribes and where?"
If reporter has no information note, "Reporter was asked and indicated they did not know."
Note: Tribes must be notified within 24 hours of receiving information, regardless of screeening decision. When
Menominee tribe is identified, they must be sent to the CPS report. Check the eWiSACWIS record for child's American
Indian heritage and tribe.

B. Parent(s) Not in Home / Other Non-Household Members
Name

Role		

Relationship

DOB

Age

Gender

Race

"Do any of the children
in the household you
listed above have a
parent who lives at a
different address?"

C. Alleged Victim
Alleged Victim

Relationship to Victim

A / N Code

Description

Fatality

Reporter does not always
know if the conditions they
are reporting constitutes an
allegation of maltreatment.
Use your professional judgment

to analyze what you learned
during information gathering
to enter the allegation type.
Be sure to inquire about
all forms of alleged
maltreament for all children
in the home. Enter each
applicable type.

D. Location of Incident
Address - Street
Telephone Number - Home

Apt. No.

City / Town
Telephone Number - Work

State

Zip Code

Date of Alleged CAN
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E. Contacts / Others with Information About Family
If this report is advanced for further assessment, the next CPS professional completes a comprehensive assessment
to determine if the child is unsafe. For that reason, I want to ask about other people who might have information about
the family.
*If the reporter does not know, there should be a sentence that reads: "Reporter was asked about other contacts
and did not know."

•
•
•
•

"Who knows the family better than you do?"
"Which other adults in this child/children's life share your concerns?"
"Would other people who know the family agree with your perspective?"
"I'm curious who else might have more information about this family?"

II. Narrative
F. Describe alleged maltreatment: current and past; the surrounding circumstances; and the frequency;
or intervention or services needed for the child.
Immediate:
• "What do you have concerns about?"
• "What have you observed (or heard) about the alleged maltreatment?" "Can you describe, in detail, the
maltreatment (severe, multiple injuries, unexplained injuries, child unsupervised)?"
• "Are there multiple alleged victims in the home?"
• "Where did the alleged maltreatment occur?"
• "Do you know how often this occurs?"
• "Have you seen this happen previously?"
• "How long has ________________ occured?" For example, "How long has the child been left unsupervised?"
• "Is this the only time you have seen..."
• Dirty house reports are common but often hard to document. Ask the reporter: "When did you last see
the home?" "What did you see, smell, feel?"
• If the report is about physical discipline, ask: "Under what circumstances is this kind of discipline used?"
"Does the parent/caregiver use an object?" "Where on the body do they hit the child?" "Do they use this
kind of discipline with all the children in the home or only a couple of them?"
• Concerns about drug or alcohol use: "What substance is the adult using?" "How often are they using?"
"Do they use at home or somewhere else?" "Where are the children when they are using?" "Do you know
how the parent behaves when they are under the influence?" "When the parent is using, is there another
adult who can shield the child from the effects of the parent’s use?"
Surrounding circumstances
•
•
•
•

"What, in your view, are the worst aspects of the behavior you are describing?"
"What do you think is the cause of the problem?"
"Does another parent/caregiver in the home know about the maltreatment? How have they responded?"
"Do you know what was happening before and after the incident?" For example, "What was happening
before the child was hit..."
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Intervention or services needed
• "I hear you saying that things are not right with this family. What would have to happen for you to know
that the problems had been resolved and you no longer had to worry?"
• "You probably thought long and hard before calling us. In your opinion, what would it take to make a
difference for these children?"
b.) Describe the child(ren)’s injury or conditions as a result of the alleged maltreatment or service needed.

• "Can you describe the injury in detail including size, location, color?" "Is it a bruise, laceration, scrape,
cut, burn?"
• "Has the child received medical treatment?" "Do they need medical attention?"

c.) Describe the child(ren)’s current location, school/daycare including dismissal time, functioning, special
needs, if any, and highlighting current vulnerability.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Where does the child attend school/daycare?" "Do you know what days/times they are there?"
"Is the child at grade level?"
"Do any of the children have special needs or disabilities?" "If yes, can you describe them?"
"How do their needs affect their functioning?"
"Does the child have friends?"
"What concerns do you have about their development?"
"What are the visitation schedule details?"
"You said that the child always seems "miserable" and "withdrawn." "Are there any times when you have
seen them come out of their shell?" "What are they like then?"
• "If this problem is solved, what difference will it make for the children?" "How will their lives be different?"
• "What do the children say they want to be different?" "Or if they haven’t said, what would they say if you
asked them?"
• If parents are in separate households, get details about visitation schedules and when the child(ren) will
see the other parent next.

DESCRIBE ANY PRESENT DANGER THREATS, INCLUDING A DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE OR LIKELY EMERGENCY
(EXIGENT) CIRCUMSTANCES
Note: As a designee, you will not be asked to interview the reporter about present danger threats. However, if you
receive information during the interview about a potential red flag for danger, then enter that here.
Use the Red Flags for Danger Job Aid to identify reports you should take directly to the CPS professional.
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d.) Document relevant information from CPS history, CCAP and Sex Offender Registry-Reverse Address checks
(if no information found, document that checks were completed).
*Include separate CPS history, CCAP and SOR on each caregiver/parent. Writing 'none' where there are
multiple people in the house is not sufficient.

CPS history for information about family and alleged maltreater found on the Prior Involvement Tab in eWiSACWIS.
Search 'Consolidated Court Automated Program (CCAP)' for criminal records at: www.wicourts.gov/casesearch.htm
Search 'Sex Offender Registry' for reverse address checks at: https://appsdoc.wi.gov/public
Note: If no relevant information found, document that checks were completed.

e.) Describe when the alleged maltreater will have access to the child.
• "Do they live with the family?"
• "Do they provide direct care to the child?"
• "Are there Family Court Custody arrangements?" "Do you know what they are?"
f.)

Describe any changes in circumstances that may make it difficult to fulfill CPS responsibilities.
• May include worker safety concerns
• Information that family is homeless or transient or has plans to move

g.) Describe present of domestic violence, if applicable, including the demonstration of power and control and
entitlement within the home.

General
• "Do you know if anyone else in the home besides the child has been hurt or assaulted?" "If yes, who?"
• "Have the police ever been called to the house to stop fighting among the family members?" "If yes, tell
me about that."
• "Have the children said that one of their caregivers is a victim of violence or is acting violently in the home?"
• "Do family members appear to be afraid of or intimidated by the alleged maltreater?"
• "Have you witnessed an argument and sensed that it was escalating?"
If the answers to the above four questions indicate the presence of domestic violence in the home, or if it appears
that a family member is violent, aggressive, or controlling, these additional questions can assist with assessing
the risk of danger to family members.
•
•
•
•

"Has the violence changed or increased over time?" "How often does it happen?"
"Has anyone made threats to hurt or kill him/herself, another family member or pets?"
"Do you know if there any weapons in the home?" "If yes, what kinds?" "Who has access?"
"Has the violent parent or caregiver threatened to run off with the child(ren) or threatened to take full
custody of the child(ren)?"
• "Are you aware of circumstances in which the parent/caregiver has been criticized or threatened for
seeking help or community resources, such as medical, mental health, parenting assistance, childcare,
legal action etc.?"
• "Has a family member stalked another family member?" "Has anyone ever taken a family member hostage?
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h.) Describe how the family may respond to intervention by the agency, including the parental protective capacities.

Family Response to Intervention:
•
•
•
•

"Is the family aware the report is being made?"
"How might the family respond to a CPS professional?"
"Do you have concerns for the CPS professional’s safety?"
"Is there another agency or resource that would do a better job than us?" "Or that the family would receive
better?"
• "If no, do you know of another agency or resources that CPS can partner with to help this family?"
Parental Protective Capacities:
• "You mentioned that it is not always like this. Can you tell me what is happening when the situation is OK?"
"What is different about those times?"
Cognitive- What the parent thinks
• "Are the parents concerned about this problem?" "How do you know they are concerned?" "What have they
already done to try and resolve it?" "What do you think they will try next?"
Behavioral- What the parent does
• "It sounds like this has happened before. What have you seen the family do to sort this out in the past"
• "What have you seen this Mom/Dad do that let you know they are protective of their child(ren) and can keep
them safe?"
• "Are there times when they call on other people to help solve problems?" "When do they do that?" "Who do
they call on most often?"
Emotional- What the parent feels
• "Are there times when the parent/caregiver is attentive and nurturing rather than what you’re concerned
about? Tell me more about those times." "What have you seen the parent or child do instead?" "What do
you think contributed to the caregiver’s ability to be protective during those times?"
THE FOLLOWING SECTION MUST BE COMPLETED FOR ALLEGED MALTREATMENT BY PRIMARY CAREGIVER OR
PARENTAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE MALTREATMENT:
i.) Describe the parents or adults: current location, functioning, and parenting practices and views of child(ren).
Functioning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Where are the parent/caregivers right now?" "Where will they be tomorrow?"
"Where does the parent/caregiver work?"
"What information do you know about the parent/caregiver's mental health?"
"What about the parents use of alcohol and other drugs?"
"You described this Mom/Dad as 'angry' and 'abusive.' Are there times you see them be playful, sweet or
nurturing to their children?" "What is different about them then?" "What type of situations are they at their best?"
"What lets you know that Mom/Dad are doing their very best?" What are their parenting practice/views of children.
"If you were to imagine the parent giving advice to a new mother or father, what would they say is most important
for a new parent to know about parenting?"
"From your knowledge of the parent, how did they learn to parent?"
"How would the parent describe their child to a new teacher?"
"What have you seen or heard that tells you about the parent’s relationship with the child?"
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j.) Describe the family functioning, strengths, and current stressors.
Family Functioning
• “What does a typical day look like in the family?”
• “Do you know who is in charge of this family's house?"
• “How does the family respond in crisis or to problems?"
Family Strengths
• "What do you see as positive about the relationship between these parents and their children?"
• "How does this family usually solve problems?" "What have you seen them doing?"
• "What do you think this family needs to do to protect their children?" "Are the parents capable of doing
that?" "Do they have the resources (financial, emotional support, etc.) to make a change?"
• "Are there aspects of your relationship with the family that, in coordination with our involvement or other
community services, might help to influence them for the better?"
• "What do you imagine we could do to improve this situation?"
• "Do you know who the family uses for informal supports?"
• vDo you know if they have access to community resources?"

DESCRIBE THE POSSIBLE OR LIKLEY IMPENDING DANGER THREATS TO CHILD SAFETY. (See Access Appendix 4).

Note: As a designee you will not be asked to interview the reporter about likely impending danger threats. However,
if you receive information during the interview about a potential red flag for danger then enter that here.
Use the Red Flags for Danger Job Aid to identify reports you should take directly to the CPS professional.

k.) Document the name of the alleged maltreater and relationship to child.
• "What is the child’s relationship with the alleged maltreater?"

III. Agency Response
A. Supervisor Screening Decision
Decision

Date/Time Decision was Made

Response Time 					 Reason
Explain:

B.

Yes

No

Law enforcement notified

Yes

No

After hours
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IV. Signatures

SIGNATURE - Worker

			

SIGNATURE - Supervisor

Date Signed

Date Signed
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Name - Worker
Name - Reporter

Relationship / Position

The reporter may remain anonymous if they choose.
Address (Street, City, State, Zip Code)

Telephone

Affiliation:

Reason for Calling:
• "What prompted you to call today?"

Document the Reporter's motivation and source of information, if possible:
• "How do you know this information?'
• "Is this behavior or pattern a problem for you?"
• "Does the family see you as someone who would have their best interest in mind?"
Reporter's opinion about needed actions and child's safety:
•
•
•
•

"Have you done other things (other than notifying) to help address the problem?"
"This situation sounds serious. What do you think should happen?"
"How would that solve this problem?"
"What difference will it make for you if the problem is resolved? How will your life be different?"

Worker's opinion of Reporter's credibility:

Additional comments:

Reporter Narrative
Note: The Reporter Narrative is in a seperate part of the case record and will not be released to the family as a
part of the CPS Access Report.

Citations:
Turnell, A., & Edwards, S. (1999). Signs of safety: A solution and safety oriented approach to child protection. Chapter
Four, Starting Out Right: The Referral. New York: Norton.
CPS Access & IA Standards, DV Appendix 5
Access Pre-Service Module
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Red Flags for Danger
This job aid highlights red flags for danger that might indicate Present, or likely Impending Danger to a child. It is
meant to be used after-hours by staff who may not be familiar with the definitions for Present and Impending Dangers.
Present Dangers threats are parental behaviors, situations, and/or conditions that you may encounter or learn about
that indicate something is either HAPPENING or NOT HAPPENING that is likely to cause severe harm to a child. Child
Protective Services (CPS) professionals analyze information to determine if Present Danger exists. When you perform
Access, after-hours listen for information that suggests Present Danger and report to a CPS supervisor immediately.
This job aid lists things to pay attention to that might indicate Present Danger.

How You May Come to Know About the Danger: • Told by a child (disclosure)
				
		
• Observe firsthand (see or hear)
						
• Someone who knows the family shares concerning information

IF THERE ARE RED FLAGS FOR DANGER, NOTIFY THE CPS SUPERVISOR OR LAW ENFORCEMENT IMMEDIATELY!
Tell them what you hear and how the child might be impacted.

Red Flags

Physical Abuse

Physical Signs in Children Behaviors in Children

• Unexplained burns,
bites, bruises, broken
bones, or black eyes
• Injuries in areas
not typically injured
in normal play: trunk
of body, butt, back,
upper arms, upper
legs, face and head
(special attention to
any injury on children
aged 0-6 or on head/
face)
• Feeding injuries on
tongue or gums
(infants, toddlers)

• Child reports injury
by a parent
• Explanation of
injuries doesn’t
make sense or no
explanation at all
• Complains of
soreness or moves
uncomfortably
• Seems frightened
of parents (shrinks
at approach)
• Self-destructive
• Withdrawn and/or
aggressive (behavioral

extremes)
• Runs away from
home

Behaviors in Adults

Information to Gather

• Offers conflicting,
unconvincing, or
no explanation for the
child’s injury
• The child is described
as evil, stupid, ugly or
in very negative way
• The child is
considered a burden,

• What is the injury?
Description.
• Who caused the injury?
• Who had access to the
child and who will
have access to the
child?

nuisance or punishment

• Demands perfection
or expects child to
perform or act in a
way that is improbable

for child’s age or
developmental level
(e.g. babies not cry,
toddlers be perfectly
still)
• Uses harsh physical
discipline
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Red Flags

Neglect

Physical Signs in Children Behaviors in Children

• Consistent lack of
supervision or left
with inappropriate
caregivers
• Severely hungry or
malnourished
• Unattended medical
or dental needs
• Abandoned

• States that no
caretaker is at home
• Appears extremely
depressed (extremely

lonely, listless)

Behaviors in Adults

• Abusing alcohol or
other drugs or other
addictive behaviors
(gambling, computers),
frequently intoxicated
or passed out
• Doesn’t prevent
other dangerous
adults (e.g. violent,
physically or sexually
abusive, intoxicated
or high) from accessing

or caring for child
• Leaves young
child home alone
or with inadequate or
inappropriate childcare arrangements

• Parent allows young
children to wander
in and out of house
without supervision
• Parent exposes
children to dangerous
home environment
(see home environment

at right)
• Parents manufacturing
and/or selling drugs
out of home

Information to Gather

Gather information on
concern:
• Physical state of child:
• Lacks food,
• Medical needs/
supplies not met
Home Environment:
• Home uninhabitable:
feces, infestation
(rodent, insect),
broken utilities,
broken windows,
exposed wiring,
leaking gas, fire
hazards
• Drugs,
paraphernalia, and/
or alcohol accessible
• Guns, weapons,
dangerous tools
accessible
• Dangerous substances
–medicine, poisons,
households cleaner
accessible to young
children
Inappropriate
supervision
• Description of
behavior. Who?
When?
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Red Flags

Sexual Abuse

Physical Signs in Children Behaviors in Children

NOTE: Sexual abuse
may be non-touching:
pornography, exposure
OR touching fondling,
molesting, oral sex,
intercourse
• Torn, stained or
bloody underclothing

• Pain, swelling or
itching in genital area

• Difficulty walking or
sitting
• Bruises/bleeding in
genital area
• Becomes pregnant
or contracts a
venereal disease

Emotional
Abuse

NOTE: Emotional abuse
may be name-calling,
insults, put-downs, or
it may be terrorization,
isolation, humiliation,
rejection, corruption,
ignoring

• Reports sexual
abusive behaviors
toward child(ren)
• Uses child in
solicitation,
trafficking, transport,
or pornography

• Description of
behaviors.
• What is the person’s
access to child now
and next couple of
days?

• Shares extreme
worries/fear
• Withdrawn, crying,
cowering or aversion
to family members,
bowel or urinary
control issues
• Displays behaviors
indicating extreme
emotional trauma:

• Overtly rejects the
child
• Child is perceived
as having the same
characteristics as
someone the parent
hates or an
undesirable extension
of self
• Parent is jealous of
child and believes
child is threat to
parent’s relationships

• Description of
behaviors.
• Who is involved?

• Adult violence and
child maltreatment
occurring together
• Threats of violence in
home; including
threats of death or
use of weapons

• What does this
look like when it is
happening?
• Where were the
children?
• What do we know
about the adults?
• What triggers the
violence?

• Suicide attempts

Violence

• See injuries under
physical abuse

Information to Gather

• Reports sexual
abuse by parent
• Demonstrates
sophisticated or
unusual sexual
knowledge or
inappropriate sex
play for age
• Sex trafficking
• Suicide attempts,
runs away
(adolescents)

depression,
withdrawal, aggression

Domestic

Behaviors in Adults

• Child hurt during the
incidence of
domestic violence
• Child getting in
middle to protect
others
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4-8 months: babbling most vowels, half of the
consonants; interest in objects; tracks across
midline; discriminates between people – known
& unknown; vocalizes when talked to

2-4 months: lifts & turns head; head lags when
pulled to sitting position; bats at objects; can make
vowel sounds (eh, ah); grasps objects

12-18 months: sustains social contact, may show
displeasure if contact broken

8-12 months: repeats sounds made by others

4-8 months: laughs out loud; can smile at
recognized persons; begins to coo; listens to voices;
likes patty-cake & peek-a-boo

2-4 months: beginning to smile; cries when
annoyed

Birth-2 months: prefers to look at human faces;
recognizes mother’s voice; likes to be held &
rocked

SOCIAL

12-18 months: holds & drinks from cup; waves
bye-bye; scribbles with crayon grasped in fist;
takes things apart; begins to use spoon; climbs

12 months: average age for walking (can vary from
8 months to 16 months); says mama, dada

8-12 months: crawls; develops finger-thumb
opposition & eye-hand coordination (can retrieve
toy); sits without support

12-18 months: attachment relationship is being
formed

10-12 months: tuned in to verbal & nonverbal
cues, which communicate affection or rejection;
the infant is determining his/her place in the world
– whether s/he is valued or devalued.

8-10 months: separation anxiety

5-6 months: stranger anxiety

EMOTIONAL

Gastroesophageal Reflux (GER): most babies cry
incessantly, may vomit dozens of times per day

12-18 months: takes things apart; says at least 6
words; communicates by pointing; gets known
objects when asked

Social/Communication - Red Flags for
Developmental Disabilities : No big smiles/warm/joyful
expressions by 6 mon.; no back-and-forth sharing of
sounds/smiles/or other facial expressions by 9 mon.
or thereafter; no babbling by 12 mon.; no
back-and-forth gestures (pointing, reaching, waving)
by 12 mon. no words by 16 mon.; loss of
speech/babbling or social skills at any age

Cerebral palsy: head lag after 5 mon.; doesn’t transfer
objects across midline by 7 mon.; falls forward in
sitting position after 8 mon.; drags legs, walks on
tiptoes, persistent use of one hand

Pyloric stenosis: projectile vomiting caused by
obstruction of valve between stomach & small
intestine

Diarrhea: loose, watery stools more than 6 to 8 times
daily, danger of dehydration - dry mouth/ decreasing
numbers of wet diapers

Chronic ear infections: usually begin after three
months of age; may impede language development

Wheezing (before 6 months): can be a symptom of
bronchitis

Consult Physician for the following conditions:

Colic: unknown cause, no known “cure”; inconsolable
crying, usually begins around 2-4 weeks; often contin
ues until 3 months of age; baby often cries for as long
as 3 hrs. usually beginning after 6:00 pm., lasting until
midnight, can occur anytime

DEVELOPMENTAL CONCERNS

12 months: achieves object permanence (objects
do not vanish when hidden)

8-12 months: may say one or two words; imitates
sounds; responds to simple commands & own
name

2-4 months: early sounds usually vowels (eh, ah)

Birth-2 months: simple reflexes - grasping, sucking

4-8 months: can track items across midline; can lift
head & sustain position; can sit with support, back
rounded; head lag disappears; brings objects to
mouth

COGNITIVE

PHYSICAL

Developmental Ages & Stages

Birth to 18 months

INFANT

This job aid provides information about a child’s expected functioning based on
their age and stage of development. It is meant to be a reference for you to assist in
formulating questions about the child’s functioning.

Development Ages & Stages
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2-Year-Old: solitary or parallel play;
dependent on adult guidance; can describe
immediate experiences; listens to stories; socially
immature (doesn’t understand how others feel, think);
may follow simple directions; strong sense of
independence (“no,” temper tantrums)

18-Month-Old: imitate adult behaviors; very
social; likes simple pretend play

SOCIAL

2-Year-Old: walks well, goes up & down stairs,
runs, uses spoon & fork, turns pages singly, kicks
ball, attempts to dress self, builds 6-block tower,
pushes or pulls toys with wheels

18-Month-Old: sleeps 12 hours/night; naps; pretty
good balance, can stoop & recover; can finger-feed;
will hold objects with fingers rather than whole
hand; opens closets, drawers; stacks 2-4 blocks

PHYSICAL

2-Year-Old: self-centered; possessive;
easily frustrated; can’t choose between competing
alternatives; enjoys physical affection; likes
repetition, consistency; responds to humor or
distraction better than to discipline or reason;
more ready to explore environment

18-Month-Old: temper tantrums; says “no”;
wants things “right now”; may be physically aggres
sive when frustrated; may do opposite of what s/he
is told

EMOTIONAL

2-Year-Old: says words (about 270), phrases &
simple sentences; understands simple directions;
identifies simple pictures (symbolic thought – words
stand for objects, receptive language); short
attention span

18-Month-Old: imitative play (use toy lawn mower
appropriately); ball is thrown; comprehends spoken
language

COGNITIVE

Developmental Delay (by age 3): frequent
falling/difficulty with stairs; persistent drooling or
very unclear speech; inability to build a tower of
more than 4 blocks; difficulty manipulating small
objects; inability to copy a circle; inability to
communicate in short phrases; no “pretend play”; failure
to understand simple instructions; little interest in
other children; extreme difficulty separating from
mother

Developmental Delay (by age 2): cannot walk by
18 mon.; fails to develop a mature heel-toe walking
pattern after months of walking, or walks only on
his/her toes; does not follow simple instructions by
age 2; cannot push a wheeled toy by age 2

No 2-word meaningful phrases (without imitating or
repeating) by 24 mon.; any loss of speech or
babbling or social skills at any age

Social/Communication Red Flags for
Developmental Disabilities:

DEVELOPMENTAL CONCERNS

Developmental Ages & Stages

18 months to 3 years

TODDLER

Development Ages & Stages
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4-Year-Old: uses complete sentences (1,500
words); endless questions; dramatic; can draw
simple objects
5-Year-Old: talks clearly; 2,000 words; tells long
stories; knows colors; follows directions; knows
difference between fact & fiction; knows age; simple
time concepts (night, day, later, after)

4-Year-Old: gains 4-5 lbs., 3-4 inches; self-suffi
cient in many home routines; wash & dries face; can
dress self except tying; draws “person”

5-Year-Old: gains 4-5 lbs., 3-4 inches; hops; skips;
skates, rides bike; prints simple letters; can tie
shoes; small muscle develop; girls about 1year
ahead

5-Year-Old: has “special” friends; can play simple
board games that require taking turns & observing
rules; eager to take responsibility

4-Year-Old: cooperative play; highly social;
talkative; may play group activities like tag,
duck-duck-goose, understands rules;

3-Year-Old: parallel play, but likes being
around others; can take turns; enjoys brief group
activities that don’t require skill; toys are focus of
play; likes to “help” – responds to verbal guidance

SOCIAL

5-Year-Old: self-assured, home-centered; likes to
be with mother; enjoys responsibility; knows “right
& wrong,” but doesn’t understand concepts behind
rules

4-Year-Old: seems surer of self; can be reckless in
behavior; may be defiant; needs limits; imaginary
fears

3-Year-Old: more easy going, less resistant to
change; greater sense of personal identity;
beginning to explore environment; imaginary friends

EMOTIONAL

3-Year-Old: vocabulary 900 words; uses short
sentences; uses words to express thoughts;
answers questions; matches primary colors; begins
to recognize size /shapes; imaginative; magical
thinking; enjoys music; most become toilet trained
this year (girls earlier than boys)

3-Year-Old: runs well, stands briefly on 1 foot;
feeds self well, pours from pitcher; puts on socks,
buttons & unbuttons; draws circles & crosses;
builds 10-block tower; perpetual motion

Rule of Three: 3 ft tall, 33 lbs., 3 years old

COGNITIVE

PHYSICAL

- Difficulty paying attention to activities that interest
other children his/her age
- Difficulty following simple instructions
- Repeated running into the street, interrupting
other children’s play, racing through off-limits areas
without considering consequences
- Unnecessarily hurried activity, such as running,
touching, and jumping without periods of rest
- Sudden emotional outbursts, such as crying,
angry yelling, hitting, or frustration that seems
inappropriate
- Persistent misbehavior despite being told “no”
many times

Exhibits three or more of the following:

ADHD: more active, more easily distracted, more
excitable than peers; specific signs

Asthma: coughing and/or making a whistling or
wheezing sound as s/he breathes

DEVELOPMENTAL CONCERNS

Developmental Ages & Stages

3 years to 6 years

PRESCHOOLERS

Development Ages & Stages
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Late School-Age: understanding of rules & social
roles expands (rules can be negotiated & adapted;
social roles encompass activity; life is broader than
that role); notices gender differences; more aware of
personal appearance

Early School-Age: expanding world – school,
church, neighborhood; best friends and peer
groups; rules thought to be unchangeable; social
roles are perceived as fixed & defined (teacher,
clergy, coach); fairness is important

SOCIAL

Late School-Age: perfect gross & fine motor skills;
can perform complex motor activities – skateboard,
piano, gymnastics; early physical development
associated with puberty

Early School-Age: growth slow, but steady, 3 to 4
in. per year; active, energetic, lots of motion; prime
time for developing gross & fine motor skills
necessary for sports & music

PHYSICAL

Late School-Age: often attached to an adult
(coach, teacher, neighbor); increasingly responsible
& dependable; gains pleasure from results of own
efforts – needs to experience success; sensitive to
others’ opinions of him/her; increasing self- control
& tolerance of frustration; can delay gratification

Early School-Age: fear of the unknown; sensitive to
criticism; still loses control of emotions; “good” &
“bad” usually defined by family values

EMOTIONAL

Late School-Age: end of prime time for learning
foreign languages; can exchange thoughts &
opinions; can understand others’ perspectives; can
compromise/identify new solutions; distinguish
between “pretend” & “real”; good understanding of
space, time, & dimension; most thinking is very
concrete, abstract thinking may begin to emerge

Early School-Age: “five to seven shift” – striking
progress in children’s cognitive development
between ages 5 -7; significant advances in
reasoning, logic, memory, problem solving; use
language as tool to enhance communication,
recognize the difference between behavior & intent;
good time to learn foreign languages; begin to read
& write, well developed concepts of time &
numbers; attention span -15-20 min

COGNITIVE

See also red flags Preschooler ADHD

Anorexia: now seen as early as age 8 or 9; a mental
illness defined by an obsession with food and
an acute anxiety about weight gain; more often seen
in girls, but increasingly being seen in boys

Note - difficulties with school activities (learning and
memory), peer interactions, and behaviors: may
be the result of prenatal exposure to alcohol or other
drugs

If, by age 7, the child often does the following,
consult a physician:
- Confuses the order of letters in words
-Does not look carefully at all letters in a word,
guessing word is from first letter
-Loses place on a page while reading, sometimes in
the middle of a line
-Reads word by word, struggling with almost every
one of them
-Reads slowly, tires easily from reading

Dyslexia: (common signs): Reversing letters/
numbers or seeing them upside down; reading very
slowly; struggling to decode words; continually
misspelling fairly simple words; most children have
these problems when they first learn to read; if no
improvements are made over several years, these
problems may be a sign of dyslexia.

Possible disorders include: intellectual disability,
cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism, learning disabilities,
speech and language disorders, spina bifida, hearing
loss and deafness, visual disorders and blindness,
orthopedic disorders, and congenital malformations

Developmental Disabilities: a developmental
disability is a condition or disorder, physical,
cognitive, or emotional in nature, which has the
potential to significantly interfere with the normal
process of a child’s growth and development. To be
considered a “developmental disability” the disorder
must be present and affect the child before age 22.

DEVELOPMENTAL CONCERNS

Developmental Ages & Stages

6 years to 12 years

SCHOOL AGE

Development Ages & Stages
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Late Adolescence: more likely to re-establish
relationships with adults; able to share thoughts on
same level; adults again are considered to be
reliable sources of ideas, opinions; better able to
control behaviors to coincide with personal values

Middle Adolescence (14-17): more one-to- one
relationships – same & opposite sex; intimate
relationships (deep sharing – loyalty, understanding); sexual experimentation; may espouse moral
beliefs, but behave in a contrary fashion

Early Adolescence (12-14): distancing from
parents; identification with peers and peer standards; social status related to group membership;
acceptance important

SOCIAL

Late Adolescence: self-image, self-identity (+/-)
largely formed based on experience & perception of
one’s “place”

Middle Adolescence: may become very skeptical of
previously accepted values; pursuing own “truth”;
identity/values struggles

Early Adolescence: most emotional time; engage in
risk-taking activities; volatile; mood swings; lack
judgment in high intensity situations

Behavior largely driven by emotions, high emotional
intensity they lack full control of behaviors;
establishing personal identity, autonomy-make &
follow-through on decisions, establish right & wrong;
intimate relationship(s); comfortable with sexuality;
sense of individual talents and abilities

EMOTIONAL

Late Adolescence (18-21): more likely to display
affect regulation – understand consequences of
behaviors & act appropriately even in
emotionally-laden situations; however, for many,
this is still a developing capacity

Early & Middle Adolescence: developing
advanced reasoning skills – hypothetical, “what if”;
developing abstract thinking skills– consequences,
things that cannot be seen, heard, or touched (trust,
beliefs, spirituality); able to demonstrate higher level
thinking skills in situations of “cold cognition” (little
or no emotional connotation or context, i.e.,
classroom), less able to do so in emotional
situations (risk-laden circumstances &/or with
peers)

Early & Middle Adolescence: rapid gains in height
and weight: boys – 4 inches in one yr., girls – 3.5
inches in one year; weight – boys (muscles), girls
(body fat); develop secondary sex characteristics:
boys (pubic hair, voice changes, facial hair,
increased sweat, acne), girls (pubic hair, underarm
hair, breasts, increased sweat, acne); need 9.5
hours sleep; can be clumsy; significant brain
changes occurring

Late Adolescence: sexually mature; generally have
reached adult height & weight; final sculpting of the
brain

COGNITIVE

PHYSICAL

See also School-Age Anorexia.

Schizophrenia: affects an estimated 1 percent of
Americans; symptoms include hallucinations,
delusions, bizarre and psychotic thoughts, hearing
voices, and depression; causes are unknown;
typically hits without warning in the late teens or
20s.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse: may alter adolescent
brain development and lead to addiction; may be
associated with depression.

Suicidal Thoughts and Depression: suicide is third
leading cause of death among young people 15-24
years old, many teens who consider suicide suffer
from depression - unhappiness, as well as feelings
of inner turmoil, chaos, and low self-worth; persisting sadness, hopelessness and anger.

Only in very rare cases are headaches a symptom
of a brain tumor, high blood pressure or other
serious problem.

Headaches most commonly caused by:
- Illness - viral infections, strep throat, allergies,
sinus infections and urinary tract infections, fever
- Skipping Meals- not getting enough fluids, which
leads to dehydration, also may cause a headache.
- Drugs - alcohol, amphetamines, cocaine, and
other drugs
-Sleep problems
- minor head injuries
- certain foods (dairy products; chocolate; food
additives like nitrates, nitrites and monosodium
glutamate).
- Prescribed medication (birth control pills,
tetracycline for acne, high doses of Vitamin A.

Headaches and Migraines: Headaches common in
teens (50-75% report at least one per month);
usually tension headaches or migraines

DEVELOPMENTAL CONCERNS

Developmental Ages & Stages

12 years to 21 years

ADOLESCENCE

Development Ages & Stages

